What’s New?
What’s New Archive
What’s New from 2015
12/31/15 – Added Mary’s Little Remnant Catholic Calendar 2016 to the “Pastoral”
Menu.
12/23/15 – New page added to the “Politics” Menu:


Russia

New videos added to this page:


Durakovo (For God, Tsar and the Fatherland)



Putin, Russia and the West (Part 1 – 4)

Also added all the videos from the “Russian Jewish Zionists” section on the
Zionism Conspiracy page and all the other items regarding Russia from our
website.
12/18/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The Immaculate Conception

This lecture teaches about how and why the Blessed Virgin Mary was conceived
without original sin, which is known as the Immaculate Conception, the second
greatest miracle of all time.
12/8/15 – New RJMI audio lectures:


In Thanksgiving For and To the Blessed Virgin Mary

In this lecture I give thanksgiving first to God for giving the Blessed Virgin
Mary all the graces and other helps she needed to be conceived immaculate and
thus without the stain of original sin and without the concupiscence of the flesh
and then to live a sinless, holy, and perfect life. I also give thanksgiving to Mary
herself for using her freewill to cooperate with God’s grace and other helps most
perfectly so that she never committed a sin in her whole life. She obeyed and
loved God as much as any creature could. God, in His all-knowing mind, knew

how great Mary would be even before she existed and thus granted her the
miracle of the Immaculate Conception.


The Blessed Virgin Mary Was Not Raised in the Temple

This lecture refutes the erroneous opinion of the Presentation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary in the Temple, which states that Ss. Joachim and Anne presented
their holy infant Mary to the Temple and left her there to be raised. It also
explains why we of Mary’s Little Remnant celebrate the Purification of the Good
St. Anne instead.
11/24/15 – Revised RJMI Prayers:


RJMI Prayers

Added edited versions of some of the prayers contained in The Catholic Prayer
Book.
11/21/15 – Major revision of Mary’s Prayer Book. It is now titled The Catholic
Prayer Book:


The Catholic Prayer Book

Many prayers and pictures have been added to the prayer book, and many
existing prayers have been edited. The book, including the Table of Contents,
has been re-organized and an Index has been added.
11/9/15 – New items added to the “United States of America” Politics page:
Video:


The Montel Williams Show: Michael Levine & Gary Webb on CIA
Drug Cartel

Books:


Dark Alliance (by Gary Webb, investigative reporter)



The Big White Lie (by Michael Levine, fmr. DEA undercover agent)

Websites:


NarcoNews.com (contains writings by Gary Webb, investigative

reporter)


Michael Levine (the website of Michael Levine, fmr. DEA undercover
agent)

11/6/15 – Added new video to the Zionism Conspiracy page:


Conflict Zone – with Naftali Bennett

Tim Sebastian interviews Naftali Bennett, Israeli Minister of Education and
leader of the right-wing Jewish Home Party.
11/1/15 – Corrected broken link to RJMI video lecture:


Conspiracies of the Jews, Part 2

10/31/15 – New video added to the “United States of America” Politics page:


The Mena Connection

This documentary exposes the involvement of USA government officials in
trafficking cocaine drugs from Nicaragua to the United States during what is
commonly called the “Iran-Contra Affair.” One of the main drug trafficking
hubs was a remote location in the unnoticed city of Mena, Arkansas, a State
which was at that time governed by none other than former president Bill
Clinton.
10/31/15 – New items added to the Zionism Conspiracy page:
Videos:


Confessions of a Former Jew (by Nathanael Kapner) [See “What
Apostate Jews Really Believe about Jesus and His Catholic Church”]



The Law in These Parts (POV, by Ra'anan Alexandrowicz) [See
“General”]



Why I Left Judaism (by Nathanael Kapner) [See “What Apostate Jews
Really Believe about Jesus and His Catholic Church”]



We Need to Talk About Israel (by Jon Stewart) [See “General”]

Document:



The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy [See “Israeli Lobby”]

This is the 2006 article written by John J. Mearsheimer and Stephen M. Walt. We
also posted a link to their 496 page book by the same title.
Website:


Real Jew News [See “General”]

This is a link to Nathanael Kapner’s website which contains much good
information.
10/28/15 – New RJMI article:


Syria, Moslems, and Refugees

10/23/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


Health Insurance in the USA

The USA’s Health Insurance plan for its citizens is one of the worst in the world.
Obamacare did not solve the problem. This lecture speaks of the good things in
Obamacare and the bad things and that it must be rejected because the overall
effect is disastrous to the middle class and will make the insurance companies
even more rich than they already are. I also give the only solution to the
healthcare crisis in the USA, considering that the USA is capitalistic, greedy, and
corrupt.
10/9/15 – New RJMI article:


Rules for Mary’s Little Remnant

This four-page article is composed of the Mary’s Little Remnant’s rules that are
listed at the beginning of our Mary’s Little Remnant Catholic Calendar.
10/9/15 – New RJMI article:


Catholics Cannot Take the USA Pledge of Allegiance or
Serve in USA Military

This four-page article was a two-page letter. The article contains more evidence.
It shows how the USA’s Pledge of Allegiance, Declaration of Independence,

Constitution, and Military Oaths are heretical and how its military is immoral.
10/9/15 – New page added to the Conspiracy menu:


Homosexual Conspiracy

New video added to this page:


Zimbabwe President Mugabe: “We are Not Gays”

Also added all the RJMI videos, audios, and writings against homosexuals to
this page.
10/2/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


Moslems Invade Europe

Moslems from North Africa and the Middle East are invading Europe without a
gunshot being fired. This is a punishment to Europe because of its apostasy
from the true Catholic God, Catholic faith, and Catholic Church. It also proves
how weak and effeminate most of the Europeans have become. One country
that is not as evil as the rest regarding this matter is Hungary. The mass influx of
Moslems into Europe is causing the European countries to lose their national,
racial, and nominal Christian identity.
Most of the refugees coming into Europe are economic refugees and thus have
no valid claim to temporarily relocate. Only the refugees that are in danger of
death have a valid claim to temporarily relocate. However, most if not all of the
refugees are rebellious and disobedient to the countries they enter. They want to
go where they want to go, live where they want to live, do what they want to
do, and work where they want to work. No refugee has a right to demand such
things. They should be happy to be given food and board in a minimum
security camp. The economic refugees should be sent back, and the refugees
who are in danger of death should be sent back once it is safe for them to return.
The USA and other Western powers are the main cause of this refugee crisis
because they destabilized by war North Africa and the Middle East, such as
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and Muammar Gaddafi’s Libya, which serves the
purpose of the Antichrist and the Zionist Jews. When the organized and unified
anti-Israel and anti-West governments in these areas are removed and civil war
and chaos ensue, they will no longer be a danger to Israel and will be easy to
conquer when the time comes. They will also accept putting into place a
government that is pro-Israel and pro-West. Because this has not succeeded

according to plan, the next best thing is to destabilize these areas with the bonus
of Moslem refugees invading nominal Christian Europe. That is why I say that
the Zionist Jews are more pleased with destabilizing these areas because of the
effect it is having on Europe.
While the USA pretends to be fighting an all-out war against ISIS (aka ISIL or
Daesh), it is only fighting a partial war against it in Iraq while supporting it in
Syria so that ISIS may help in overthrowing Bashar al-Assad’s government.
Hence the so-called moderate rebels in Syria whom the USA is supposed to be
training to fight against ISIS failed because the USA wanted them to fail.
Instead, the moderate rebels the USA is seriously training and equipping are the
ones that are fighting against the Assad government. Putin’s Russia knows this
and thus is rightly coming to the aid of the Assad government and rightly
carrying out a full war to protect Assad’s legal government and to fight against
ISIS and other terrorists. That is what will bring back stability to Syria, the
stability it had until the Zionists, USA, and other Western powers instigated and
supported the rebellion.
Another big USA lie is that it blames the civil war in Syria on Assad. Yet there
would be no civil war if the USA did not instigate, encourage, and support the
anti-Assad rebels in Syria.
Lastly, Assad must have done something very good because the Zionist Jews,
Freemasons, USA, and other Western powers adamantly and vehemently
oppose him. For one, he has an organized and unified government that is not
pro-Israel and not sufficiently pro-West and thus can be a threat to Zionist
Israel, just as Iran is. Before the Antichrist comes to power, he wants to remove
any credible opposition and thus make it easy for him to come to power in one
day.
9/28/15 – Removed RJMI audio lecture and RJMI refutation:


Schism of Kramig



Against Mario Virreyra and Ana Belen Sastre

9/26/15 – New page added to the Politics menu:


United States of America

New videos added to this page:


Hidden Faith of the Founding Fathers



Riddles in Stone



Secrets of the Founding Fathers

Also added all the RJMI videos, audios, and writings on the USA to this page.
9/18/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


Against Albert the Great Wretch

This lecture is taken from a chapter in my upcoming book The Hellenization of
Christianity by the Anti-Church Fathers and Scholastics. It reveals crimes of the
apostate Albert the Great Wretch that most people do not know about: 1) His
apostasy of glorifying philosophy in all the three ways; 2) His glorification of
mythology and its false gods; 3) His idolatry for believing that astrology, stones,
and astronomical and mythological images have power to affect creatures and
events; 4) His idolatry and sinful divination for making a diabolical automaton
(a golem); 5) He was cursed with madness and insanity before he died. One of
his crimes that most people do know about but are also guilty of is Albert’s
glorification of philosophers and their philosophies.
9/15/15 – New video added to the “Hitler’s Germany” politics page:


WW2: Who Was Responsible Really?

9/9/15 – Archived “What’s New?”entries from 1-2012 to 1-2014:


What’s New Archive 2012 (Zaw10)



What’s New Archive 2013 (Zaw11)



What’s New Archive 2014 (Zaw12)

8/29/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The Real Holocaust of World War II

The real holocaust of World War II was not Germans killing six million Jews in a
Holocaust, which never happened, but the unjust killing, raping, and torturing
of millions of Germans by the apostate Jews, Freemasons, Soviets, and other
Allies—not just near the end of the war when they murdered hundreds of
thousands of German citizens but after the war when they raped, tortured, and

murdered hundreds of thousands of Germans. My grandfather, grandmother,
father, and aunt were personal witnesses of the Soviet atrocities that occurred in
Hungary. This is a part of history that has been hidden to make the USA, who
pretends to be a lamb but is actually a dragon, and the other Allies look just,
righteous, and humane. Hitler’s treatment of prisoners was very humane and
according to the Geneva Convention; whereas the opposite was the case
regarding the Allies. This lecture can serve as an introduction to the
documentary titled Hellstorm, which can be accessed on my website at “Politics:
Hitler’s Germany.”
8/29/15 – New page added to the Sidebar Menu:


Politics

8/29/15 – New page added to the Politics menu:


Hitler’s Germany

New videos added to this page:


The Faking of Adolf Hitler for History



Hellstorm



Hitler Closed Down Masonic/Occult Organizations



The Hitler Speech They Don’t Want You to Hear



Winston Churchill's Warmongering Responsible for WW2

Also added all the RJMI videos, audios, and writings on Adolf Hitler to this
page.
8/22/15 – New RJMI book:


Apostate Hitler’s Sins and Non-Sins

This 119-page book gives evidence of apostate Hitler’s mortal sins of idolatry,
heresy, and schism. Hence he was a nominal Catholic (Catholic in name only). It
shows that none of the so-called Catholic prelates (who were actually apostates)
ever condemned any of Hitler’s heretical or idolatrous works and speeches nor
did they denounce him as an idolater and heretic, as they were obliged to do.
That is because they either held the same idolatries or heresies or were non-

judgmentalists. This book also shows that most of the sins Hitler was accused of
committing were not sins at all but good things; and some of the real sins he was
accused of, he never committed. This book contains many of the good things
Hitler said and did that got the whole world angry at him down till today. Even
though Hitler was a monster, he was a much lesser monster than the Allied
leaders who committed worse sins against the faith and who committed massive
and gross sins of immorality. Hence Catholics and other men of good will were
obliged to side with Hitler and the other Axis powers during World War II to
fight against the Allied powers. A Catholic’s duty would have been to denounce
Hitler as an apostate and thus not be in any kind of religious communion with
him while obeying his non-sinful secular laws and commands.
8/14/15 – Major Revision of RJMI book:


Woe to You Who Call Evil Good!

Additions and revisions have been made to this book. This book exposes the
plots and plans of the apostate Jews and Freemasons in attacking the Catholic
Church and faith and bringing the Antichrist to power. A few additions are
pictures of Winston Churchill as a Druid and a Freemason and Franklin
Roosevelt as a Freemason. Also, along with the many good things Hitler did, I
added fifteen mortal sins he committed against the Catholic faith and one mortal
sin of schism. Hence Hitler was an apostate and schismatic. Nevertheless, as this
book proves, he was the lesser of evils compared to the Allied leaders. My new
book Apostate Hitler and His Sins and Non-Sins, which should be posted soon, will
go into more detail regarding this.
8/7/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


An Explanation of Isaias 25

Isaias Chapter 25 speaks of the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, His destruction
of all evildoers and evil nations by fire, His protection of the Elect (good
Catholics), the necessity of patience to be saved, and the purified earthly
paradise in which there will be no more sin, sinners, or any kind of evil and in
which Christ will rule as the King of kings and the Blessed Virgin Mary as the
Queen of queens.
7/31/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


RJMI Update 7-26-2015

I speak about Vimeo banning our videos. I am adding two sections to my

Hellenization of Christianity book that deals with Scholasticism and other
humanists and hence the book is delayed. The new title is The Hellenization of
Christianity by the Anti-Church Fathers, Scholastics, and Other Humanists. I
completed a new book titled Apostate Adolf Hitler’s Sins and Non-Sins. It is being
edited and will be posted soon, along with my book Woe to You Who Call Evil
Good! which has been greatly revised.
7/24/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The “Hail Mary” Prayer Is in the Bible

This lecture proves how the Catholic “Hail Mary” prayer is actually in the Bible.
Protestant heretics and other bad-willed people who read even their heretical
Bibles and refuse to honor Jesus’ mother Mary by rightfully calling her the
“Mother of God” and “blessed among women” are dishonest and shameful
hypocrites.
7/24/15 – Re-uploaded RJMI video lectures previously deleted by Vimeo:


Vlr25 – Fear of the Jews



Vlr27a – Accursed Jews, Part 1



Vlr28 – God Punishes Sinners and Sinful Nations



Vlr31 – Black Criminals, Racists, and Radicals



Vlr35 – Assisi 1893: Chicago’s Idolatrous World’s Parliament of
Religions



Vlr36 – The Desecration of St. Peter’s Basilica



Vlr49 – Transgender Freaks



Vlr50a – Conspiracies of the Jews, Part 1



Vlr50b – Conspiracies of the Jews, Part 2

These video lectures are now on the St. John the Baptist Website and are
available for download.
7/20/15 – RJMI Update:
Because many of our videos have been banned by YouTube, we uploaded the

banned videos to Vimeo. Several months back, Vimeo also began banning our
videos and deleted our first account. Now as of 7/20/15, Vimeo has again
banned us from their server, deleting all our videos and our second account. The
Vimeo Staff emailed us the following excuse:
“Vimeo does not allow videos that harass, incite hatred, or include
discriminatory or defamatory speech.”
We are now in the process of uploading our videos on another server. In the
meantime you will notice many of our videos have broken links.
7/10/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The Pro-Homosexual, Anti-Slavery, Black Racist Obama Is Anti-Bible

This lecture condemns President Barack Obama for his promotion of
homosexuality, anti-slavery, and black racism. It points out the hypocrisy of
liberal black pastors who pray with and praise Obama as opposed to the
conservative black pastors who correctly condemn Obama. Obama ignores the
massive crimes blacks commit while he condemns most white people as racists
for the very few crimes that whites commit against blacks, and thus he is a black
racist. Good-willed black people know that most of the crimes are committed by
blacks, not just black-on-white crimes but also black-on-black crimes. This
lecture also teaches that God ordains slavery for just causes and that slaves must
not seek to evade slavery by unjust means and before God ordains that they
should be freed. This lecture shows that the black slaves in Southern USA were
unjustly freed from slavery by the liberal Northerners who placed them in a
spiritual slavery—a slavery worse than the physical slavery they were under
down south. Instead of being freed from slavery by God and in God’s time, they
were “freed” from slavery by Satan and in his time and thus were free to sin
with impunity and hence are still slaves, spiritual slaves. It also points out the
unjust persecution of the Confederate flag and the hypocrisy of this persecution.
The USA flag and Israeli flag unjustly oppress many more people, nations, and
races than did the Confederate flag.
6/26/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


Idols vs. Images

Although God forbids idols, as stated in the First Commandment, He does not
forbid holy images but instead decrees that they should be set up and venerated.
Revelations in the Bible contain these dogmas, which were infallibly defined by
the Catholic Church. One example of a holy image is the two Cherubims

(images of two holy angels) that God ordained to be set up in the Holy of Holies
over the Ark of the Covenant. God also ordained that pictures and statues of
lions and oxen and cherubims be set up throughout the holy Temple. It is also
common sense that all images are not evil, such as images of loved ones. There
are three ways in which images are idols.
6/13/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The Horse That Ran Like the Devil

This is a true story of a horse named American Pharoah [sic], owned by the
Orthodox Jew Ahmed Zayat and ridden by the nominal Catholic jockey Victor
Espinoza. This horse won the Triple Crown, the first horse to do so in 37 years,
with the help of the Devil. Victor Espinoza bragged about how he got a blessing
from a Lubavitch Orthodox Rabbi before the Preakness (the second race of the
Triple Crown), which he says gave him great power and caused him to win. He
then went to the gravesite shrine of the Lubavitch Rabbi Menachem Schneerson
(aka the Rebbe), who is believed to be the Messias by these Jews and many
others, to get a blessing in order to win the Belmont Stakes and thus win the
Triple Crown. Guess what—he won! This should come as no surprise to
Catholics because true Catholics know that power was given to the apostate
Jews to bring their Messias, who is actually the Antichrist, to worldwide rule.
This event makes the Lubavitch Jews and their so-called Messias Menachem
Schneerson look “blessed” in the eyes of the world. This lecture also deals with
how the Devil manipulates sports and other things if God allows it and how
God also intervenes. More proof that American Pharoah is a Devil’s horse is that
its Jewish owners and others associated with the horse promoted Monster
Energy products by wearing its ( וווVav) symbol, which is the number 666 in
Hebrew.
6/5/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


Israel and USA Hijack FIFA

Yet again, the Harlot USA came to the aid of the Antichrist Israel by punishing
FIFA (the International Federation of Association Football) for considering a ban
on the Israeli soccer team because of apostate Israel’s unjust treatment of and
apartheid behavior toward the Palestinians. The Harlot reached out over the
ocean and had 14 FIFA members illegally arrested in Switzerland. Not only
were the arrests illegal but they were also hypocritical. And, of course, the main
reason for the arrests was not mentioned.
6/2/15 – Additions made to RJMI video and audio lecture:



Conspiracies of the Jews

Additional chapter section added to Part 1:
 Hitler’s sins
This section explains that although Adolf Hitler did many good things, not
everything he did was good. This chapter contains a list of Hitler’s main sins.
This section also exposes some of the lies that were told about Hitler and
explains that he was the lesser evil of all the rulers in the world during his day.
Additional chapter sections added to Part 2:
 They replaced the Passion of Christ and the Holy Mass with the
“Holocaust”
This section contains an excerpt from the RJMI video lecture Strange Voices, Part
2, and provides evidence of how the Apostate Jews have attempted to replace
the Passion of Christ and the Holy Mass with their false “Holocaust.”
 There were no homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz
This section contains excerpts from videos by David Cole and Frederick
Leuchter, two holocaust deniers, who present evidence that there were no
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz.
5/19/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


The Messias Comes into the Second Temple

This lecture shows that the Old Testament prophets Aggeus, Zacharias, and
Malachias prophesied that the Messias would come into the Second Temple and
that He would be both man and God. Indeed, Jesus Christ, God from all eternity
and man from the time of His incarnation in the womb of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, is the Messias who came into the Second Temple and thus made it more
glorious than the First Temple. Old Testament prophets also prophesied that the
Second Temple would be destroyed because most of the Jews will not accept
Jesus Christ as their Messias. Hence the “Messias” that the apostate Jews are
waiting for is the Anti-Messias, the Anti-Christ.
5/16/15 – New pictures from 2015 added to “Picture Gallery of MLR Good
Sixth Weekday Processions” on the “Pictures” menu.

5/13/15 – New RJMI video and audio lecture:


Conspiracies of the Jews

This two-part lecture shows how apostate Jews conspire to control the world in
order to bring the Antichrist to power. It exposes several of their conspiracies.
These conspiracies began in the first century when the apostate Jews denied
Jesus Christ. St. Paul said he was “serving the Lord with all humility and with
tears and temptations which befell me by the conspiracies of the Jews.” (Acts
20:19) This lecture contains clips from several sources, especially from Marc
Levin’s Protocols of Zion and Yoav Shamir’s Defamation. Here is a list of the
sub-headings:
Part 1: The Jews control the world; The super-racism of the Protocols & Talmud;
Marc Levin actually promoted the Protocols of Zion; Marc Levin & Yoav Shamir
allow the opinion that Jews control the world; True vs. false anti-Semitism;
Zionist illegal occupation; Apostate Jews obstruct their criticizers.
Part 2: Apostate Jews tell big lies; Their lies about Jesus & Christianity;
Miscellaneous lies; Their lies about the “Holocaust”; Their lie that Hitler wanted
to exterminate all the Jews; Hitler’s Final Solution was emigration not
extermination; Hitler favored baptized Jews in the Third Reich; Why so many
Jewish “survivors”?; Humane conditions in German-controlled prison camps;
The “Holocaust” was not practical or possible; No bodies or human ashes found
in Treblinka; Jews & Gentiles starved from food shortages in the Third Reich;
Buchenwald Hoax: Tattooed skin, shrunken heads, psychological warfare; Jews
brainwash Jews with Holocaust lies; Apostate Jews & Freemasons behind the
events of 9-11.
5/1/15 – New RJMI video and audio lecture:


Transgender Freaks

From 4/21/15 to 4/25/15 the Jewish-Masonic controlled media in the USA
bombarded the public with transgender freaks and presented them in a positive
light. Not only are adult males trying to become females and adult females
trying to become males, but parents are also trying to change their sons into
daughters and daughters into sons—believe it or not! We call these freaks a “heshe” or a “she-he,” or more properly an “it.” This is not just immoral but
heretical and blasphemous for pretending that God creates a person to be a male
but gives him a female soul, or vice-versa. The real reason this happens is
demonic possession in which the devil tempts a man to think and feel like a

woman, and vice-versa. And this temptation of the devil is aided by society’s
acceptance and promotion of this abomination instead of condemning it from
the rooftops and not allowing any person to dare try to change his or her sex. In
a good Catholic State, any person who would dare try to change his or her sex
gets the death penalty. The intent of the media is to spread this unnatural,
immoral, disgusting, revolting, putrid corruption among men. This does not
happen by chance but by plan, a plan hatched by the devil, his Antichrist and
the apostate Jews with the help of the Freemasons. This is just one more sign,
along with homosexuals getting so-called married, that we are living in the Final
Days.
4/16/15 – New RJMI audio lecture:


RJMI Update 4-12-2015

This lecture is an update on all the great and good work that God has given us
at Mary’s Little Remnant. It speaks of my 2015 Resurrection season lecture titled
Conspiracies of the Jews, which as of 4/16/15 is not yet posted. It speaks of my
main books that expose the Great Apostasy, two of which still need to be
completed and published; that is, The Anti-Church Fathers and the Hellenization of
Christianity and Faith before Signs and Wonders. The completed books are
Canonizations Are Not Infallible, The Desecration of Catholic Places, and The Great
Apostasy. This lecture speaks of the main Catholic items that I am working on:
the prayer book, the abjuration forms, the catechism, the Roman Missal, the
Catholic Bible, the Roman Martyrology, and the hymn book. In this lecture I did
not mention that I am also working on canon law and biblical chronology and
the Divine Office. I speak of my ongoing process of correcting my past works. I
speak of what non-Catholics must do to enter the Catholic Church and thus be
in religious communion with Mary’s Little Remnant. And it speaks of the Final
Day conversions.
3/20/15 – Corrections to RJMI videos and audio lectures:



Hell, the Eternal Prison of the Damned (Vlr4/Alr77)
On Judging the Dead (Vlr5/Alr78)

I corrected the parts where I said that the Universal Salvation heresy was
infallibly condemned for the first time in 553 at the Second Council of
Constantinople. It was infallibly condemned by the unanimous consensus of the
apostles and other true Church Fathers and thus condemned by the ordinary
magisterium in AD 33 on Pentecost Day. And it was formally condemned by the
solemn magisterium by Popes Pontian and Fabian in the 3rd century, by Pope
St. Anastasius I in 400, and at the Second Council of Constantinople in 553,

which was confirmed in 680 by Pope St. Agatho. Hence from Pentecost Day, the
Universal Salvation heresy has been condemned as heretical.
3/20/15 – Corrections to RJMI audio lectures:


Judgmental Francis of Assisi, Apostate Therese of Lisieux, and
Americanism (Alr127, formerly Asr148)

I removed the parts where I referred to Teresa of Avila as a saint. She was an
apostate for not condemning the desecrations of Catholic places and for not
denouncing Philip II for promoting the desecrations.


Politicians Bow to the Jews, and Mary Was Married before She
Conceived (Alr124, formerly Asr139)

I deleted most of the lecture and only 10 minutes remain. I removed the parts in
which I taught that so-called popes who allowed the desecration of Catholic
places with images that glorify philosophy or mythology or with images of
immodesty or immorality were suspect of heresy or idolatry. The dogma is that
they were guilty of heresy and idolatry.


An Explanation of Apocalypse 13 (Alr53, formerly Asr159)

I corrected the parts where I said that Satan was unchained and the Great
Apostasy began in the 14th century to Satan was unchained and the Great
Apostasy began in the 11th century.


An Explanation of Apocalypse 9 (Alr52, formerly Asr159)

I removed this whole lecture.
3/20/15 – Updated RJMI video and audio lecture menus. These menus are now
able to be sorted by name, original date, current date, length, and catalog
number.
3/20/15 – Renamed all the RJMI video sermons and moved them to the “RJMI
Video Lectures” menu:


Maundy Thursday 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 1”)



Holy Saturday 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 2”)



Easter 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 3”)



Christmas 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 4”)



Easter 2007 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 5”)



Low Sunday 2007 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 6”)



Easter 2008 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 7”)

3/20/15 – Moved and renamed several RJMI audio sermons to RJMI audio
lectures:


Abraham Was Not A Jew



Against Intellectual Evolution and False Prosperity



Albert Pike Campground Flood



Amos Curse, Faith before the Mass, Abjuration



Antichrist is a Jew, Great Apostasy, Americanism



Be Separate from the Evil World and Evildoers



Call for Children to Convert, A



Capitalism Breeds Greed and Workaholics



Charity for Souls and Self-Righteousness



Christmas 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 4”)



Democracy Hypocrisy, Jews vs. Freemasons



Easter 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 3”)



Easter 2007 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 5”)



Easter 2008 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 7”)



Evil Renaissance, Theophilosophy, and More (renamed “Politicians
Bow to the Jews, and Mary Was Married before She Conceived”)



Explanation of Apocalypse 1, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 13, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 14, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 16, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 17, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 18, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 20, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 21, An



Explanation of Apocalypse 22, An



Explanation of Daniel 12, An



Explanation of Daniel 7, An



Explanation of Isaias 24, An



Explanation of Isaias 5, An



Explanation of Mark 13, An



Explanation of Matthew 24, An



Few Are Saved



Flotilla Massacre and Gaza Blockade



Four Causes of the Great Apostasy



Freemasons Lose Roof



God Loves All Men and Wants All Men to Be Saved



Guardian Angels and Ex-Catholic Churches



Helen Thomas Fired



Holy Saturday 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 2”)



How to Respond to Nominal Catholics; Exemptions from the Law



Judgmental Francis of Assisi, Apostate Therese of Lisieux, and
Americanism



Kidron Valley and an Explanation of Apocalypse 19



Life of Saint Lupus, The



Low Sunday 2007 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 6”)



Mass Prayers and Confession without a Priest



Maundy Thursday 2006 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 1”)



Men Must Be Frugal



Men Must Do Penance



Men Must Learn the Catholic Faith to Be Saved



Men Must Love God to Be Saved



MLR News Report 11-2011



Must Forgive Penitent Sinners



Necessity of Prayer and Studying the Catholic Faith



Nominal Catholic Churches



Nominal Catholics Mock Jesus



Nominal Catholics, Insincere Conversions, Great Apostasy



Nuclear Bombs Bring Antichrist to Power



On Driving Laws and USA’s Non-Punishmentalism



On False Consolations



On Fireworks



On the Just Beating of Men, Women, and Children



Preparation for Lent



Preparation for Lent and On Exterior Mortification



Reigns of the Antichrist and the Two Witnesses, The



Schism of Kramig



Several Topics 9/2/2007 (renamed “Various Topics, No. 8”)



Sins of Omission, Confession of Guilt, Secret Sins



Sins That Send Men to Hell, The



Tea Party and Gypsies



True Science, the Holy Eucharist, Geocentrism, Creationism



Typical Week of Miracles at MLR

2/21/15 – Corrections to RJMI video and audio lecture:


Apostate SSPX Bows to Vatican II Church and Apostate Jews

I deleted the heresy that sins of omission regarding heresy make offenders
suspect heretics. The dogma is that sins of omission regarding heresy make the
offenders heretics. I also deleted the part in which I said that those without the
use of reason in the SSPX are in the way of salvation. The dogma is that they are
outside the Catholic Church, not Catholic, and thus on the road to damnation.
(See RJMI book Damned Infants.)
2/13/15 – New RJMI video and audio lecture:


Anti-Church Father Jerome

The supposed saint and supposed Church Father Jerome was a heretic, idolater,
deceiver, and liar. Hence he was an apostate and thus not Catholic, not a saint,
and not a Church Father. He was an anti-saint and anti-Church Father. Here is a
summary of some of his idolatries and heresies: 1) he was an idolater for
glorifying pagans and their philosophies and mythologies; 2) he was a heretic
for denying the Salvation Dogma; 3) he was an apostate for glorifying the
apostate Origen; 4) he was a heretic for holding several of Origen’s heresies; 5)
he was an apostate for glorifying the apostate Clement of Alexandria; 6) he
undermined Daniel’s Seventy-Weeks Prophecy; and 7) he taught the error that
the Holy Roman Emperor St. Constantine the Great was baptized on his
deathbed and the calumny that he died as an Arian heretic.
1/29/15 – New RJMI video and audio lecture:



The Anti-Church Fathers and the Hellenization of Christianity

Beware of Greeks bearing gifts! As Gentiles entered the Catholic Church, many
of them were false or insincere converts. St. John said, “And every spirit that
dissolveth Jesus is not of God: and this is Antichrist, of whom you have heard
that he cometh, and he is now already in the world.” (1 Jn. 4:3) Many of these
false or insincere converts dissolved Jesus by mixing the Catholic God and
Christianity with the gods and philosophies of the pagan Greeks. At first they
were put down quickly. But their influence grew in the 3rd and 4th centuries.
And when they were put down, they festered underground until they reappeared in the 11th century when the Great Apostasy began. The most
influential Hellenizers were so-called Church Fathers, such as Clement of
Alexandria, Origen, Basil, and Jerome, who were actually apostates and AntiChurch Fathers. Indeed, these Anti-Church Fathers said some strange things!
These strange things are heresies and idolatries that they picked up from the
pagan Greeks whom they idolized.
1/29/15 – Minor revisions to RJMI books The Desecration of Catholic Places and
The Great Apostasy:


Revisions:

Replaced “St. Jerome” with “Apostate Jerome.” When I have time, I will do this
with my previous works.
In The Desecration of Catholic Places book, I replaced the word “siren” with
“mermaid” because sirens are not the same as mermaids.
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